








Persuadables flip to unfavorable on label prescription drug 
“corporations” not “companies.” Attitudes among base and 
opposition remain about the same.
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Taxation frame
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Describing the Problem: Passive Voice

● These children experience the least qualified teachers…
● Homes were lost…
● The racial wealth gap is growing…
● People’s health is declining
● Claims are denied...
● [X] are disproportionately impacted…
● …disparities begin to emerge
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Ordering

Values: Lead with a value shared broadly across our 
differences

Villain: Name who created the problem and how it violates 
our shared value

Vision: Close with your vision for the future we can achieve 
when we act together
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Racial 
Fears
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Resentment

Economic 
ResentmentDisgust of 

Government

What we’re facing…



From either/or                    & both/and                              to intertwined

Racial Justice

Economic Populism

Racial Justice

Economic Populism

Race Class 
Inseparable



Anatomy of a Winning Narrative

Connects joining together to achieve desired outcomes.

Emphasizes unity and collective action to solve problem.

Names deliberate division or racial scapegoating as a weapon that economically 
harms all of us.

Opens with shared value. Names race and class.
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6. If your words don’t spread, 
they don’t work





A message is like a baton...



ACTIVATE our choir



PERSUADE those who toggle between 
conflicting ideas



MARGINALIZE our 
opposition





Winning the Narrative for Our 
Freedom to Vote



Key Guidance

● LEAD with shared values: freedom, voice, 
inclusive democracy 

● CHARACTERIZE opposition as erecting 
barriers to silence specific voices and render 
clear role of race

● POSITION voters as the protagonists
who, by acting together, can move us 
forward -- in contrast to how opposition sets 
us back

● HIGHLIGHT the tangible, positive 
outcomes voting can deliver 

● AVOID the opposition frame and PIVOT to 
our frame of freedom 

● DO NOT REPEAT accusations, even to 
refute. 



Clarify Stakes, Up 
Outrage, Catalyze 

Action

● HIGHLIGHT OUTCOMES
Connect this fight to what people 
prioritize: freedom and family, 
jobs and care.

● AVOID ABSTRACTIONS
Democracy is an intangible 
process that’s not spurring 
interest and action. 

● DEFINE THIS MOMENT This is 
a pivotal crossroads we reached 
only because of our wins: now, 
either we move forward together 
or allow a minority to strip our 
rights and take our freedoms. 



Whatever our color, background or zip code, in America we 
value our freedom. When it comes to setting the rules for our 
lives, we want the freedom to vote in a transparent process we 
trust so we can elect leaders who deliver from creating jobs to 
ensuring equal rights to providing affordable care. But now a 
Jim Crow Faction of lawmakers who spread lies about our 
election are blocking legislation to protect our freedoms so they 
can hold onto power, discriminate by race, and rule for only the 
wealthiest few. This is a turning point for our nation. Our 
leaders must exercise their majority and pass the For the 
People Act that sets national standards for us to safely and 
freely cast our ballots, have our voices heard, and elect leaders 
who deliver on our priorities.

For the People Act + filibuster narrative
Lead with values

Shared goals

Name the villains and 
their tactics

Highlight what voting 
can deliver

Emphasize this critical 
moment

Shift to demand and 
future outcomes



Whatever our color, background or zip code, we believe 
that voters pick our leaders -- our leaders do not pick 
which voters to hear and which to silence. After we 
turned out in record numbers despite the pandemic, the 
same Jim Crow Faction attacking our freedoms are 
pushing anti-voter scams in states and spreading lies 
about an election that trusted officials conducted and 
verified. They hope to divide and distract us, so we’ll look 
the other way while they block quality jobs and 
affordable healthcare. We see through politicians who 
spread lies, refuse to govern in our interests, and pass 
laws to silence our voices. We deserve leaders who 
deliver for our families and pass national standards that 
protect our freedoms.

State power grab + Big Lie message
Lead with values

Name the villains and 
attacks on freedom

Link to the Big Lie and 
reinforce election

Highlight what voting 
can deliver

Shift toward future 
goals and vision



bit.ly/FreedomToVot
e

Fair Fight Action


